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ABSTRACT 

Experimental studies of nuclear effects in internal conversion 

181 175 
in Ta and Lu have been performed. Nuclear structure effects 

("penetration" effects), in internal conversion are described in 

general. Calculations of theoretical conversion coefficients are out-

lined. Comparisons with the theoretical conversion coefficient tables 

of Rose and Sliv and Band are made. Discrepancies between our results 

and those of Rose and Sliv are noted. The theoretical conversion 

coefficients of Sliv and Band are in substantially better agreement 

with our results than are those of Rose. The ratio of the Ml pene-

tration matrix element to the Ml ganuna-ray matrix element, cal

led~, is equal to+ 175 ± 25 for the 482 keV transition in Ta
181

• 

The results for the 343 keV transition in Lu
175 

indicate that ~ may 

be as large as - 8 ± 5. These transitions are discussed in terms of 

the unified collective model. Precision L subshell measurements in 

Tm
169 

(130 keV)~ w182 (iOO keV), and Ta
181 

(133 keV) show definite 

systematic deviations from the theoretical conversion coefficients. 

The .possibility of explaining these deviations by penetration effects 

. is investigated and is s hown to be excluded. · . Other explanations 

of these anomalies are discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The de-excitation of the excited states of nuclei can occur in 

many ways. The most prominent process for states below the heavy 

particle emission threshqld is gamma -ray emission. There are two other 

electromagnetic decay modes that are associated with gamma -ray emission. 

Internal pair emission with a threshold of 2m (where m is the electron 

mass) can be considered a high-energy process. While its rate is only 

-4 10 times that of ganuna-ray emission, internal pair formation is of 

interest as a sensitive means of determining the multi-polarity of the 

. . 1) 
transitions • 

A much more frequen tly studied process is that of internal 

conversion. This decay mode occurs through the interaction of the 

nuclear current with that of one of the atomic electrons, usually an 

inner one, producing a free electron with an energy equal to the 

transition energy minus the electron binding energy. This process is 

much more probable than g~mma-ray emission at sufficiently low transi-

tion energies . Customarily, interest in internal conversion is 

twofold: 1) the excellent energy resolution of magnetic spectrometers 

and, 2) the sens·itivity to the transition multipolarity up to moderate 

energies (less than 1 MeV). 

If the nuclear transition is between spin zero states, then 

gamma-ray emission is forbidden and internal conversion and internal 

pair formation are the dominant . decay modes. Two-photon emission is 

possible, but has never been observed. Internal conversion in the 

J = 0 ~ J = O, no parity change transition, the "electric monopole" 
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transition, is interesting as it can only proceed by interaction of 

the nuclear charge with the e lectron when it is inside the nucleus2). 

Electric monopole transitions cal also occur in transitions between 

states of the same non-zero spin and parity, but then other multi-

polarities are dominant. · The unusual nature of the e lectric monopole 

transitions suggested to Church and Wene ser that "penetration" effects 

may be significant in the internal conversion of the other multipole 

d
. . 3) 

ra iations • The occurence of different types of nuclear matrix 

elements in the penetration amplitudes was noted. We shall be 

especially interested in these penetration effects. 

If one neglects the finite size of the nucleus, it is 

possible to express the probability for internal conversion as a 

product of a term representing the rate of gamma emission and a term 

which depends solely on the atomic electron wave functions. This 

latter quantity is called the internal conversion coefficient. It is 

a function of the transition energy, atomic number, and transition 

multipolarity. Early attempts to calculate internal conversion 

coefficients assumed the process was similar to the photoelectric 

4 5) 
effect' • It was ' soon recognized that a second order process was 

involved, akin to the Auger effect. That is, a direct interaction of 

the nuclear and electron currents~). Not yet realizing that nuclear 

gamma emissions were not always El in character, there was considerable 

. f . . . h 1 . 7-10) Th con usion interpreting t e ear y experiments • ere was even 

an improbable EO transition included among the first few conversion 
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lines examined. 

The early calculat.ions were based upon unscreened Dirac wave 

functions. The rapid variation of conversion coefficients with atomic 

number and transition energy requires extensive tabulations if their 

remarkable properties are to be of use in determining nuclear structures. 

Major calculational efforts were first made by M.E. Rose and co-workers 

. 11 12) using unscreened point Coulomb wave functions ' • Screening was 

shown by Reitz to have only a moderate influence13). 

The finite size of the ~ucleus was shown by Sliv to have a 

large effect, especially for magnetic multipoles14115). The singu-

larity of the Coulomb field introduces a weak integrable singularity 

into the Dirac wave functions. The effect on the conversion 

coefficients may be as large as 50% for Ml transitions in heavy 

nuclei. A Coulomb potential modified for the effects of finite 

nuclear size gives conversion coefficients which are relatively 

insensitive to the details of the cut•off
16

). 

We have already mentioned the altered form of the interaction 

for electrons penetrating the nucleus ( e.g. , in EO transitions). 

Additional contributions of· this sor.t were emphasized by Church and 

Weneser3). These additional contributions do ~ have the property 

of factoring into a ·nuclear term and an atomic . term. Their calcula-

tion is dependent upon knowledge of the nuclear wave function • 

. Church and Weneser showed that if .the normal gamma-ray transition 

amplitude was hindered due to a nuclear selection rule effect, then the 

"penetration" terms may be unhindered. Therefore, if the nonnal 
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ganuna-ray transition amplitude is hindered sufficiently, the pene

tration amplitude may be large enough to observe in spite of the 

small probability of the electron being inside the nucleus. The 

experiments that will be described in this thesis are concerned with 

these effects. 

All the many experimental techniques of low-energy nuclear 

physics are concerned with measuring nuclear matrix elements. The 

nuclear matrix element usu.ally involves the electromagnetic and beta 

interactions. However, measurements of the energy level spectrum 

give information about the.nuclear interaction when considered in the 

context of a particular nuclear model. The theory of the beta 

interaction involves a number of possible matrix elements, which, in 

general, are hard to determine. Absolute decay rate measurements 

give their magnitude; and measuremartts of the electron energy spectrum, 

and, if possible, beta-ganuna directional and b e ta-gamma circular 

polarization correlations give their ratios. In the case of electro

magnetic interactions there are fewer matrix elements involyed. Also 

there is the possibility of measuring diagonal matrix elements , such 

as, the electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole moments. The 

electromagnetic interaction of the nucleus with atomic electrons has 

the additional feature of an "internal" field perturbing the nucleus, 

the '~enetration'' contribution. 

Penetration effects occur in cases other than internal 

c.onversion. The isotope shift seen in optical or x-ray spectra is a 

finite .nuclear size effect related to the relative change 
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in the nuclear charge distributions of two isotopes. The isomer 

shift seen in MOssbauer spectra measures the change in the nuclear 

charge distributions for two levels in the same isotope. There is a 

magnetic dipole "anomaly" also. If one measures the magnetic dipole 

moment of a nucleus with both NMR and atomic beam studies of the 

magnetic hyperfine interaction, one finds" a small difference. The 

atomic hyperfine interaction contains a penetration contribution 

which gives further information about the distribution of nuclear 

magnetism. Penetration effects are seen in high-energy electron 

scattering. This is the best method for determining the charge distri-

bution of the nucleus. Inelastic electron scattering is also expected 

to yield information about the nuclear current distribution. 

Penetration effects associated with internal conversion are 

especially noteworthy. Since they compete with the normal transition 

amplitudes, which may be hindered, it is possible to find cases where 

internal conversion is dominated by the penetration amplitude. This 

is unlikely for magnetic dipole "anomalies", where the main contri-

bution is a diagonal matrix element, not expected to be hindered. The 

analysis of penetration effects in internal conversion is straight-

forward in principle because only inner electron shells are involved. 

The problem of finding suitable wave functions and calculating the 

normal conversion amplitudes is solved in. this thesis. The 

possibility of finding additional nuclear matrix elements for 

retarded transitions can be an aid in trying to understand the caus·e 

f h d . Tw d d Ml . . . L 175 d T 181 o t e retar ation. o retar e transitions in u an a 

are studied in this thesis. The case in Ta
181 

is the most highly 
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retarded Ml transition known. 

Electric gamma-ray transition amplitudes are expected to be 

described by the long-wavelength limit approximation (Siegert's 

'lbeorem). The higher order contributions cannot be seen since they 

are proportional to the ratio of the nuclear radius to photon wave-

length. In the case of an atomic electron probing the nucleus, the 

wavelength of a 15 - 30 MeV electron at the nucleus is comparable to 

nuclear dimensions. For the first time these additional terms may be 

seen in nuclear electric multipole transitions. As will be 

discussed, they have different properties under time reversal and so 

are affected differently by nuclear pairing correlations than is 

the normal amplitude. The spin current will be seen to be able to make a 

large contribution to the electric multipole transition amplitude. 

Several cases of electric quadrupole transitions are studied in an 

effort to find precisely what, if any, anomalies they may have for 

internal conversion. 'lbe possibility of anomalies in E2 conversion has 

been often raised. 

The two tabulations of Sliv
16

) and Rose17) took account of 

penetration effects in different ways. Rose argues that since these 

nuclear structure effects can be observed only in the exceptional 

case, deserving individual analysis, and are small in the ordinary 

case, one could disregard them altogether. Sliv included their 

effect in his tabulated values by using a dimensional estimate of 

their magnitude, a kind of "Weisskopf estimate". 'lbe penetration 

effects increase relative to the normal conversion process with an 

18) increase in atomic number and transition energy • Generally, tne 
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estimate of Sliv, the so-called "surface current model", is understood 

to be of the order of a few percent of the usual conversion coefficient. 

However, in connection with our own calculations we investigated the 

"surface current" estimate and found contributions as large as · 10% for 

large Z. 

Both Rose and Sliv claim their calculations are accurate and 

should agree with experiment to within a few percent, say 5%. They 

assume, of course, that nuclear structure effects are no larger than 

dimensional estimates. Experimentalists have generally believed this, 

attributing discrepancies to nuclear structure effects or more 

honestly to systematic errors. Recently, the problem of the accuracy 

of the calculated conversion coefficients has interested a number of 

people. Listengarten has reviewed conversion coefficient experiments 

up to 1961, finding that those experiments which are most reliable 

. 19 20) 
agree excellently with the t .abulated values ' • Unfortunately, 

these few precise experiments involve for the most part E2 K shell 

conversion at the moderately high energies of 300 to 4.00 keV. It is 

also to be mentioned that the tabulations of R?se and Sliv agree 

to within a few ,percent in the K shell, especially for E2 conversion. 

Still, it was concluded that as experimental techniques were refined 

the tabulated values would prove to be accurate to a few percent for 

K conversion and probably for L shell conversion also . In 1964 

Novakov and Hollander, analyzing very careful measurements of L sub-

shell conversion ratios, made the observation that Rose and Sliv's 

values do not agree very well for L subshell conversion
21

). The 
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discrepancy was sometimes as large as 50% for Ml transitions. The L 

shell theoretical ratios (LI/LI! and LII/LIIl:) of Sliv and Rose are 

actually in better agreement, and can .be used to analyze for E2/Ml 

mixing. The small inconsistencies which they found in the E2/Ml 

mixing, derived from the LI/LIIi' and· LII/LIII ratios, seemed now to be 

attributable to the theoretical conversion coefficients. 

Since we planned to undertake L subshell ratio measurements in 

order to determine nuclear structure effects, it had been planned to 

recalculate the internal conversion coefficients in order to have the 

requisite theoretical results available for analyzing our experiments. 

The observations of Novakov and Hollander raised the question whether 

the calculated theoretical values contained numerical errors. If 

this is the case~ then new calculations are of interest in addition 

to their usefulness in analyzing our experiments. 
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II. THEORETICAL CONVERSION COEFFICIENTS 

A. Derivation of Formulae 

The starting point for internal conversion calculations is the 

22) 
retarded interaction between the nuclear and electron currents: 

H -JdV dV e n 
(1) 

where R = IX: - 1el and K is the ~uclear transition energy Ei - Ef. 

A more useful form for calculation is obtained by means of expansion 

iKR 
e --= 

R 

x {jL (Kx) ~l) (K'Y) 

. ~l) (Kx) j L (Ky) 

y>x 

y<x 

(2) 

and the expansion of the electromagnetic potentials irt eigenfunctions 

of angular momentum 

t;: (M) 

~m(e) ( 
L + 1) 

112 
m ( L ) 

112 
. m 

= 2L + 1 . jL-1 (Kx) TL,L-1 - 2L + 1 JL+l (Kx) TL,L+l 

A;: Ce) (
. L ) 1/2 m ( L + 1) 1 /2 

= 2L + 1 jL-1 (Kx) Ti,L-1 + ~L + 1 jL+l (Kx) TL:L+l 

(3) 

The Tm, are the usual vector spherical harmonics
23

). Equation (1) µ, ,, 

then becomes for the Lth magnetic and e lectric multipole 
r 

-~ (M) I -n ~ m?'<° 1 n 
(41tiK) = dVn Jn·BL (M) OdVe 

vn 
00 

+ f av J7 · t:Lm* (M)J av n n . e 
V r 

n n 

(M) 

7 •it m (M) 
J e L 

(4) 
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and 

-~ (e) 

(4:rciK) 

r 
n -J dV p ~L* h (l) (Kr )JdV p n n -'"L n e e 

0 

·f 00dV
0 

r 
n 

y~ jL(Kre) 

(5) 

-J dVnpn t;.* JL (Krn) Jd;epe t;. ~1) (Kr e) • 

r 
~m n ~m 

The BL are defined to be the same as the AI, , Eq. (3), with jL 

replaced by ~l). Equations (4) and (5) follow from time-dependent 

. . 24 25) 
perturbation theory ' . The details of the reduction of Eqs. (4) 

and (5) are given in Appendix II. The procedure for the magnetic 

multipoles, which is straightforward, will be outlined here in order 

to illustrate some of the statements made before. First , Eq. (4) is 

rewritten 

r (6) 

- K *m (M):Id; f • t m (M)1 
:L. e e L 

0 
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We now perform the integrations over the electron angles 

-~ (M) 

(41liK) 

. . co 

---:7 ~m* 1 . j •A '(M) dr (gff. n-"'L e 1 

0 

+ f g.) h(l)(Kr) 
f 1 -L. e 

(7) 

(See Appendix I 

for notation). 

A is a term that represents the angular integration. Equation (7) now 

demonstrates the fact that the amplitude for internal conversion is the 

sum of two terms. The first term is proportional to the amplitude for 

gamma-ray emission times a completely calculable factor depending only 

on the atomic wavefunctions. The square of this factor summed over all 

partial waves allowed by the transition multipolarity directly yields 

the conversion coefficient.:. We shall henceforth refer to this factor 

as a "radial integral". The second term does not factor into nuclear 

and electronic terms, has a nuclear interaction which is different from 

that of gamma-ray emission, and is proportional to the amplitude for 

an electron to be inside the nucleus. 

In order to make a few simple points, we shall write some 

fonnal expressions. Let us r e present the amplitudes for gamma-ray 

emission and internal conversion as M and.M, respectively . Now 
Y e 

the rate of conversion can be written, 

N :::: I c IM 12 
e K e K 

K 

(8) 

I IM l21R 
M 

6R. 12 = c + _E. 
K y K M . K 

K y 
(9) 
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where K indexes the final states, R . is the radial integral, M is the 
K p 

nuclear vertex for interaction with the penetrating electron, and 

6R is an electron weighting factor. Writing /... = M /M we can define 
K p '{ 

the conversion coefficient, 

a _ 
N 

e 
N 

y 
(10) 

If the gamma-ray transition is hindered and the pene tration contribution 

is not, then /...may be a large number. In this case, the measured 

conversion coefficient is markedly di f ferent from the "book"coefficient: 

(11) 

K 

Actually, Eq. (11) is the theoretical coefficient that Rose used; 

but Sliv, as we said before, used the dimensional estimate /... = i 
in Eq. (10) for his theoretical coefficient. It is clear from Eq. (10) 

that since the penetration contribution is coherent with the main 

conversion term, it does not suffice to know only conversion 

coefficients to analyze situations where ."penetration" occurs. One 

needs all the radial integrals R 
K 

and the wei ghting factors 

In fact, Eq. (10) must be generalized; the penetration term in 

Eq. (7) can be expanded using the power series expressions for the bound 

and continuum wave functions, as well as .fo,r t he Bessel funct i ons. There-

fore, 

or 

A.6.R 
K 

(12) 
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"A. M.K -lo L "A. (n) M.~n) 
n 

(13) 

The "A.(n) are now defined in such a way that for a given transition, 

they are the same for all final states as well as for all electron 

shells. While, of course, approximations maybe expected, a single 

determination of a conversion coefficient cannot determine even a 

dominant "A.. This is precluded by the quadratic nature of the expression 

for an intensity. 

There are two ways to resolve this problem. An angular 

correlation involving a conversion electron can, if enough is known 

about the other radiations, determine the phase of "A. from the 

interference of the various electron partial waves. Or one can over-

determine the "A.'s experimentally and look for consistent solutions. 

While one usually attempts to do this in order to increase the reli-

ability of the analysis, it is not necessary for the different data to 

be "orthogonal" in the sense of each measurement containing new 

information. In these cases one can try using a nuclear model to 

distinguish between very different solutions. 

B. Numerical Calculation of . Conversion Coefficients 

The numerical problems involved in calculating conversion 

coefficients may be summarized: 

1. Choice of electron potential 

2. Choice of nuclear charge distribution 

3. Starting solution at origin and infinity 

4. Method of integration of Dirac equation 
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5. Finding eigenvalue 

6. Normalization of continuum solution 

7. Generation of Bessel functions 

8. Computation of radial integrals. 

Both Rose and Sliv used the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac potential 

tabulations in the literature
27 -Z 9). The T-F-D potential includes the 

effect of exchange in the statistical approximation. Rose has reported 

that the use of a relativistic Hartree calculation made little differ

ence17). In the absence of a quantitative estimate of the effect of 

various potentials, we decided to use a different and hopefully better 

potential. Fortunately, a complete Hartree calculation for all 

,. . 30) 
elements has been reported by Herman and Skillman • They made a non-

relativistic self-consistent field calculation including exchange in 

11 • , , 11 31,32) 
the Slater free electron exchange approximation . • Slater 

utilizes the fact that for a free electron gas the exchange potential is 

. 33 34) 
only dependent on the local density ' , 

exch · [ 3 ~ 1/3 
V(r) = - 6 Bn p(r~ (14) 

Since the free electron approximation only depends on the density , it 

cannot cancel the self- interaction of the electron in the · outer region 

of the atom; therefore , Herman and Skillman employed the trick, due 

to Latter
35

), of defining the self-consistent potential equal to a /r 

beyond the point where it reaches this value. Herman and Skillman 

have corrected their binding energies for relativistic and spin-orbit 

perturbations , finding good agreement with x-ray rneasure~nts. By 

using the Dirac Equation, spin-orbit and relativistic effects are 
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included directly. Since the Herman and Skillman self-consistent 

potential is associated with the Schrodinger EquationJ we expect that 

our binding energies will be increased. The "non-relativistic" charge 

distribution is not as contracted as in the actual caseJ so the 

shielding is underestimated in heavy atoms. We find, in fact, that the 

K shell binding energies are too large by 0.5 to 1 keV above Z = 70 , 

the binding energy ranging from 60 t~ 130 keV, The effect in the L 

shell is reduced roughly by a factor of five. Liberman and Waber have 

reported calculations identical to those of Herman and Skillman, except 

h . d f h S h ~d. E . . 36 ) that they use t e Dirac Equation instea o t e c ro inger quation • 

They were able to get excellent agreement with the x-ray values. 

While the program we will describe below'' is the largest part of a self-

consistent field calculation, it was felt that the Herman and Skillman 

potential was adequate as an improvement over the T-F-D potential. 

Sliv has reported that while the use of a finite nuclear 

charge distribution has a drastic effect on the conversion coefficientsJ 

a change of the "radius" by 10% results in less than a 2°/o effect in 

h . ff. . 16) t e conversion coe icient • For ease in finding series solutions at 

the origin, we used a uniform charge distribution with a radius 

R = l.2A
1

/
3
10-

13 
cm. The series solution near the origin· is of the form 

g = (i) I Kl :fan (r/R)2n 

n=O 

f = (i) I Kl I bn (r/R)2n+l 

n=O 

(15) 

\ 

for j ~ + 1/2 or K < 0 solutions, and f and g interchanged for 

j = £ - 1/2 or K > 0 solutions. See Appendix I for notation 
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concerning the Dirac Equation. Substituting Eq. (15) into the Dirac 

Equation we find a pair of coupled recurrence relations which are 

solved numerically for the first 20 coefficients. The step size is 

roughly 1 Fermi, so 5-7 steps are computed by series inside the nucleus. 

The solution, having been started by the power series 

expansion, was continued by a finite difference scheme • The Adams

Moul ton formula was used37). 

(16) 

This difference equation is "closed", that is, to calculate Yn+l one 

needs not only y , y , y 1, y 2 , but also yn+l" Usually, a n n n- n-

predictor formula is used to get yn+l' often the Adams-Bashforth 

formula in this case; and one finds Yn+l from the differential equation. 

Then Eq. (16) is iterated for yn+l; in digital computer practice, 

usually one iteration is performed. For rlinear differential equations, 

it is convenient to proceed differently. We first reduce the 

differential equation (5) ~o the form: 

or 

then Eq. (16) becomes 

or 

. (i) 
y = A(x) . . y(j) 

l.J 

.... 
A y , 

(17) 

(18) 
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(20) 

where 

"' (" 9.6 " ) M = I - 24 An+l • (21) 

When the order of M is low enough or if M has a simple enough form, 

Eq. (20) is very attractive. It is equivalent to iterating the Adams-

Moulton formula to its limiting solution, and yet requires fewer 

arithmetic operations than using the Adams-Bashforth and the Adams-

Moulton formulae together once. 

The radial co-ordinate was scaled as in the Thomas-Fermi 

Equation, 

r = µx ( ) 
2/3 

= 1/2 3~ . z-1/3 x (22) 

A mesh size of approximately 1 Fermi was used to start. The mesh 

size was doubled every 100 steps for a total of 5 blocks. This mesh 

scheme is nearly logarithm~c and is suitable for atomic wave functions. 

After five blocks the step size was fixe~ since it was also desired to 

compute the free electron wave function (with energies up to 2 MeV), 

at the same mesh points. 

The inward solution was started by deriving the ratio of f 

to g from the differential equation. Enough points to use the differ-

ence scheme were found by the Runge-Kutta method. The differential 

equation was integrated inward until the match point was reached where 

approximately E - V(r) > O. The solution on the right was then 
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normalized so the large components were equal. From the mismatch of 

the small component, a correction to the eigenvalue was predicted. 

If W is the trial energy and tM the error, then 

Rose has shown that
38

) 
r 

o L re-= 1 J 2 2 - -
2 

(g + f ) dr 

gL 
0 

and 
<Xl 

o pR 1 J 2 2 Ciw = - -2 (g + f ) dr. 

gR n 

Expanding Eq. (23) 

Now, using Eqs. (24) and (25) 

tM = ........ 8 ..._(f_L __ f_R_.)__. 

00 2 
J (f2 + g )dr 
0 

The integration of the Dirac Equation was iterated until the 

predicted 
-8 tM was less than 10 m • 

e 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

The calculation of the continuum wave function was similar, 

except that the differential ' equation was always integrated outward. 

Normalization was effected by comparing the calculated solution with 

WKB solutions of the Dirac Equation
39

). 
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g = N A(r) sin (K(r) r + 5) 

(28) 

f = N B(r) cos (K(r) r + 5) 

A(r) and B(r) are the WKB amplitudes. The procedure then is to find 

as a function of r, 

2 i 
~=_g_ +--

A(r)2 B(r) 2 • 
(29) 

The quantity ~ is a constant plus a small (< 10-
3

) oscillating 

component. ~ was averaged over one electron wavelength to give the 

square of the normalization. The spherical Bessel functions were 

calculated from power series expansions in the region near the origin 

where the "centrifugal" term R,(R, + l)/r2 is large. Outside this region 

their definitions in terms of sines and cosines were used, e.g., 

sin (Z) 
fl (Z) = z2 

cos z 
(30) 

z 

To increase the speed of computation, the recurrence relations for the 

circular functions were used; 

sin(X + b.) = sinXcos(b.) + cosXsin(b.) • (31) 

In this manner the sines and cosines need be calculated only once, 

Having now computed the wavefunctions and the Bessei functions, the 

radial integrals were done using Simpson's Rule. The program was 

designed to compute conversion coefficients for Ml, M2, El, and E2 

multipoles, although the extension to other multipoles is trivial. 
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·C. Comparison with Previous Calculations 

Our calculations show that in general the agreement with 

Sliv's result is significantly better than with Rose's. A general 

statement is that our results agree with Sliv 's to within S°/o, while 

we often differ more than 10 to 20°/o with Rose's values. Spe cifically, 

for comparison, calculations were made for Ml and E2 radiation in the 

L shell as a function of transition energy and atomic number . The 

ratios SLIV/CIT, (S), and ROSE/CIT, (R), are shown in Fig. 1. The good 

agre ement with Sliv should be n o ted, as well as the systematic bias 

toward larger values than Sliv. Since we did not include any estimate 

of penetration as Sliv did, it is necessary to investiga te this last 

point. In two cases the surface current estimate was used to determine 

its contribution to the discrepancy b e tween Sliv's and our results. 

For Ml conversion at 0 . 2 m energy in the Ll shell as a function of 
e 

atomic number, the addition of the surface current term reduc e d the 

discrepancy to l e ss than l°/o f or Z < 90. For Ml conversion in the 

L2 shell with Z fixed the 'discrepa ncy i s r educe d a t low e n e r g ies. At 

energ ies above 500 keV the disagreement i s increased . The osc i llation 

of the integrand makes the computation of interna l conversion 

coefficients at high en e rgies difficult. Sliv has a lready indica ted 

. 16) 
tha t their calculations are of reduce d a ccuracy at high ener gie s 
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III. GENERAL ASPECTS OF INTERNAL CONVERSION 

INVOLVING PENETRATION EFFECTS 

A. Form of the Operators 

As was shown in Chapter II and Appendix II, the nuclear matrix 

elements that occur for electrons penetrating the nucleus are of the 

form, 

for the magnetic case, and 

~ (j'.7) = J-r.,.v ~ r 0 

~ G'·~ =f J0·r'~ r
0 

for the electric case. As is well known, introducing the nuclear 

current 

-; e 
Jn = - 2iM 

p 

~ * ~ + µv x ('ljr f a ir i) 

. 23) 
one finds for the ganuna-ray magnetic transition operators 

Also, the continuity equation, 

v·f + i k P 0 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

can be used to derive a very general reduction of electric transition 

f 
. . 23) operators or gannna-ray emission , 

~ (e) = J p ~ rL dV (38) 
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The electric· and magne tic penetration o p e rators are reduce d in a 

similar way to forms that are more easily interpreted than Eqs. ( 32) -

(34). In Table 1 we give the various operators and their orig ins. A 

short resume of the nuclear model use d is given before we discuss the 

various entries in Table 1. 

B. Nuclear Model 

The nuclei that are discussed in this thesis are best 

described in terms of the rotational model. This succe ssful mode l has 

. 45-47) 
been adequately reviewed • 

The theory may be outlined as follows: some nuclear s tate s 

may be described as collectively deformed, p o ssessing colleGtive and 

intrinsic co-ordinates. The collective co-ordinates describe r o tation 

and vibration. The intrinsic co-ordinates d e scribe single-particle 

motion. This single-particle motion has been successfully represented 

by a "deformed" shell model Hamiltonian: 

2 . 2 2 2 2 2 2 ~~ ~ ~ 
H = fu+ Mm0 (x + y + z) + €mm0 z + C .e ·s + D .e · .e . (39) 

Residual short range interactions are introduced by using a pairing 

force and the B.C.S. formaiism. The mo del wavefunction is written as 

, 1,M M X + (-l)I-K m X 
'l'IK V" DIK -K DI-K -K (40) 

Eigen f unctions of the i ntrinsic Hami ltonian, Eq. (39) a r e 

conveniently expanded in a basis set of eigenfunctions of the a x ially 

. h . · 11 48) synnne tric armonic osci ator • Fo r actual nucl ei, the defor mation 

is sufficiently large that one component of the eigenfunction is 
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dominant. Its quantum numbers may be used to characterize the entire 

wavefunction; they are called the "asymptotic quantum numbers". For 

example, a state will be labeled [N N AlL. N deno t e s the total number . z 

of oscillator . quanta; N , that number of quanta corresponding to the 
z 

z -co-ordinate degree of freedom; and A, the eigenvalue of L • E labels 
z 

the spin state. The projection of the intrinsic angular momentum upon 

the intrinsic z-axis is the "K" quantum number: 

K A + L: • (42) 

There are two major classifications o f selection rules. The first and 

most fundamental to the collective model is the "K-selection rule" . 

If a transitio n is between two bands whose K quantum numbe rs differ 

by an integer · exceeding the tensor rank of the transition operator , then 

the transition is strictly forbidden. The excess is called the "degree" 

of K-forbiddenne~s . Terms, such as the Corio lis force, which are 

neglected in first approx imation induce K impuritie s in the levels. 

Each degree of K-forbiddenness i s said to hinder a transition by roughly 

a factor of 100. The existence of nearby bands may reduce thi s 

estimate in any particular case. The K selection rule ha·s the cha-

racter , that if a transition is K forbidden then the penetration 

contributions will be forbidden also. Of course , i t may happen that 

the gamma-ray transition amplitude involving the K impurities is still 

hindered to a greater ext~nt than the penetration amplitude. 

The other cause of retarda tion is the "asymptotic selection 

rule". The asymptotic ·selection' rule is one which forbids a transition 
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between the dominant parts of the wavefunction. In the usual shell 

model there are also rules leading to single particle hindrances. 

The L-forbiddenness r ul e is the easiest to appreciate, but, in general, 

they are not readily noticed. The situation in the case of the deformed 

shell model is different; the asymmetric oscillator quantum numbers give 

an immediate indication of the hindrance. Asymptotic selection. rules 

usually imply a hindrance of 25-100. The penetration operators in 

Table 1 are often allowed in several important cases. An electric 

transition between states involving spin flip is asymptotically 

hindered: 

[ N N Al + -7 [NIN I A'] -
z z (43) 

The penetration operators which arise from the spin current, it is 

noticed (Table 1), do not have this limitation. In general , the more 

complex construction of the penetration operators results in a broader 

-7~ -7 
range of allowed transitions. The (cr·rJ r Ml penetration operator should 

be effective in those transitions which are L-forbidd~n. 

C. Characteristics of Electric Transitions 

49,50) 7-7 
The general dominance of the J•r type of penetration 

contribution over the j·V type in electric transitions r e sults from 

51 52) 
three causes ' • Superficially, the situation looks the reverse and 

has been the source of some confusion5 0). The weighting of the j•V 

penetration amplitude is formally O(KR) larger than the j•r amplitude. 

Th . d N' l d R 1 h -:7-7 5 o) is prompte i sson an asmussen to neg ect t e J•r type term. • 

The major part of the j·V weighting has a factor ff'+ gg'. (See 
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Appendix II.) For the LI(zs112 ) and LII(2P112) shells a curious thing 

happens. Since in these shells, the electron penetrates the nucleus 

to a greater extent than in the LIIIshell (2P312), one expects these 

shells to show the largest penetration effects. But for these shells 

the most important partial waves from the point of view of amplitude at 

the nucleus are the P
112

(tt = 1) and s
112

(tt = - 1). (Appendix I) From 

the recurrence relation for the power series solution of the Dirac 

Equation, we find 

and 

or 

p (K - 1) 

p(K = + 1) 
f+l 

= -- = 

1 -----= - p(K p(K = + 1) 

3 

2R
0 

= - 1) + -3-

Therefore, for the predominant partial wave, 

, 

The j•V weighting coefficient therefore is reduced usually by 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 
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approximately 22. Thus, the contribution from the j• '\/' term in the 

other partial waves is comparable to these transitions,(s
112 

-7P
112

) 

and (P
112 

-78
112

). Furthermore, the L
111 

shell should have comparable 

admixtures of penetration terms. This is contrary to the experimental 

"d 53) evi ence • 
' 

Reconsideration of the j•r terms provided .the answer to this 

b.l 18,51,52) pro em . • The estimation of the nuclear matrix elements shows 

that the j ·r type is larger than the j ·V type by a factor m /k, where d:) 

is a characteristic shell model energy (i.e., oscillator constant) and 

k is the transition energy. Assuming reasonable values for m and k, 

m ,....., 8 MeV 

k ,.J 100 keV 

we see that m/k .... 80 is a significant factor. Also, the spin flip 

property of the j·r operators (Table 1) is in many cases decisive. 

There is one f ·urther reason that j ·r matrix elements are expected to 

be larger than the j"V type. The effect of pairing correlations on 

the transition rates is to modify the single-particle amplitude by a 

f (u U Vivf) 
•• 53) actor i f ± 

Mpair 
fi 

Th U' d v• h · · 1 . d 46 ) e s an s are t e pair occupation amp itu es • 

(48) 

The + sign 

refers to operators that reverse sign under time-reversal (e .g. , a). 
The - sign is used for operators invariant under time-reversal (e.g., r). 

Therefore, one may expect electric gamma-ray transitions to be 
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hindered; while the magnetic· gannna-ray transitions are not affected to 

any great extent. The j•V type penetration operator gives rise to a 

matrix element that is invariant under time-reversal just as in ganuna-

ray emission. The j•r type, however, can be shown to change sign under 

time-reversal. Therefore, in the usual experimental cases where one 

studies retarded El transitions, the j·r penetration term is not 

hindered by the pairing factor as is the j•V type. Hindrances as 

large as 100-1000 may occur. Collective E2 transitions do not have 

this pairing factor. 

We may sunnnarize then, the reasons for the dominance of the 

j.1 terms as (1) cancellation of the f •? weighting coefficient, 

(2) the j .1matrix elements a re intrinsically larger than the f•V t]'Pe, 

d (3) h . 1 f h 7 ~ . 1 d an , t e time-reversa property o t e J •r matrix e ement oes not 

lead to retardations due to pai"ring. correlations. Having shown that 

the j•r type term is expected to be dominant, we can now explain the 

observed pattern of El penetration effects in the L shell. The electron 

weighting factor for the j•r type penetration amplitude is (f g' - g f'). 

(Appendix II) This factor does not have any cancellation properties as 

did the (ff'+ g g ') factor for the j·V terms. The lower angular 

momentum stat·es for the free electron that occur in L
1 

.and LII shell 

conversion can now dominate. : All these points concerning penetration 

effects in El conversion have been elegantly demonstrated in experi

ments in this laboratory performed by R. Hager
54

). 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

A. Magnetic Spectrometer 

Two instruments were used to perform the experiments we will 

describe here. The bulk of the work was performed on the new Caltech 

n J2. spectrometer. The other instrument was a Lithium drifted Ge 

semiconductor detector , the properties of which have been extensively 

reported in the literature40). The efficiency of this device for 

ganuna rays has been carefully calibrated in this labaratory
41

). 

The most significant property of the Caltech nJ°2 spectrometer 

is that it is iron free. The absence o"f an iron yoke, while greatly 

increasing the power requirements, allows one to ~orm the magnetic 

field with much greater precision. The Caltech n.f2 spectrome ter is a 

scaled-down version of a larger machine at Chalk River , Ontario42 , 43). 

Figures 2 and 3 show details of the spectrometer. The highest 

momentum resolution attained was 0.02% for !::;P/P. This was with the 

113.0 keV L3 line in Hf
177

• The equivalent energy width is 40 eV. 

Figure 4 shows this line. The instability of the power supply and 

energy degradation in the source are the principal cause of spurious 

broadening of the line image. Careful control of the thermal and 

mechanical instabilities in the reference voltage and associated 

resistors, allows one to reach a DC current stability of 1:105 • 

At .02% momentum resolution, this represents 1/20 of the line width. 

The instabilities tend to be of a long-term nature; therefore , in 

comparing the intensities of two lines at this resolution, errors as 
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large as 5% may arise. This is overcome by the method of data 

collection to be described. 

B. Detectors 

The electron detector should also have good stability as well 

as high efficiency. Detectors that have been used are Geiger tubes, 

Anthracene scintillators, and drifted Si detectors. An Anthracene 

scintillator is capable of high counting rates and has fairly constant 

efficiency. The strong magnetic field present necessitates a long 

light pipe, thereby requiring the electron energy to be greater than 

60 keV. For the work to be reported here, the counting rates were low 

enough that a Geiger tube could be used . The s tability of a Gei ger 

tube is measured by the fractional change i n counting rate per 100 volt 

change in operating voltage. The counting rate versus operating 

voltage characteristic exhibits a "plateau". Our requirements of a 

thin window and large aperture could not be satisfied by commercially 

available counters. After considerable effort the following "formula" 

was found. The body of the counter wa s a brass tube 4" long with 2 11 

inside diameter . The t·ub e was cleaned and then oxidized with dilute 

nitric acid. The electrons entered an end window. The endplates were 

constructed of Lucite to reduce end- effects. The anode was 3 mil . 

stainless steel wire. Mathieson 1.3~ Butane , 98 . 7% Helium gas , was 

flowed continuously through the counter. Windows were made of Mylar 

2 2 
(500 µgms/cm) and Formvar (25-100 µgms/cm ). The gas pressure varied 

from 10 cm to 80 cm. Hg. · Plateau slopes of 0.2 - 0.5%/100 volts were 

obtained. The counter would operate continuously for several months. 
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In order to decrease the counting rate due to background radioactivity, 

the following system was sometimes used. If insulating beads are 

placed along the wire in intervals (five to six), the ionization 

occuring during a Geiger pulse can be localized. Only an electron 

traveling the length of the tube will fire all sections. Since 

background radiation most probably fires only one or two sections, it is 

possible with a pulse-height analyzer to discriminate against back-

ground radiation. A reduction of the background by a factor of ten 

was possible while still counting 90'% of the electrons from the spectro-

meter traveling lengthwise down the Geiger tube. 

C. Source Preparation 

The other cause of line broadening is due to source thickness, 

which can only be reduced by using sources of very high specific 

activity, deposited in a thin homogeneo~s layer. Preparing ~ sources 

is the most difficult part of ~ spectrometry. Enriched isotopes and high 

flux reactors are essential in obtaining high specific activities. 

100'% Ta181 , > 90~ Hf
180

, and 30 - 35% Yb
168 

were used to make 115 ·day 

T 
182 45 d Hf181 d 32 d Yb169 Th 5 d T 183 . . d a , ay , an ay e ay a activity, ma e 

by double neutron capture, was allowed to decay. Of course, the 

capture cross-section and half-life determine the specific activity in 

each instance. When one has enough material, the best technique for 

k . a . b . 44) ma ing P sources is y evaporation • We found that the fluorides 

of the above isotopes, having a high boiling point and little tendency 

to· form hydrates, made the most easily controlled and stable evapora-

tions. Platinum evaporation boats were required. These were 
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approximately 1.5 cm long, .5 cm deep, and 1 nun wide. The evaporation 

-5 
was performed at 10 nun. pressure. Evaporation usually occurred at 

approximately 1000 - 2000°C. The evaporated material was collected 

on an aluminum foil 2 to 5 nun above the boat. The duration of the 

evaporation and height of foil can be used as variables in determining 

source thickness. The energy of the electron line and the resolution 

which is desired are important considerations. Once the required 

length and width of the source are calculated, it is cut with scissors 

and mounted on a 0.025 inch thick aluminum plate. While the thickness 

of the backing is an important problem if one is measuring the electron 

spectrum in 13 decay, it is not important for the study of monoener-

getic internal conversion lines. 

D. Data Collection 

The errors in the relative intensities of two lines due to 

instability of the detector system or in the current supply were 

eliminated by the technique of stepping continuously over the region 

being scanned. A similar method for data collection in Mossbauer 

spectroscopy had previously been developed by E. Kankeleit72). If 

there are many sweep cycles, then drifts contribute only to the line 

width, but errors in the relative intensities are averaged to zero. 

We feel this system is essential for obtaining relative electron 

intensities, accurate to 1%. Scanning of weak lines in the presence 

of a large background is very difficult with short lived isotopes. 

With this stepping method half-life corrections are virtually 

eliminated. 
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V. EXPERIMENTS 

A. Results for Magnetic Dipole Cases 

In this thesis, we are concerned with penetration effects in 

Ml transitions in Ta
181 

and Lu
175

, and anomalous effects in E2 transi

tions in w182
, Ta

181 
and Tm169

• The anomalous Ml 482 KeV transition 

in Ta181 has been a classic example of Ml penetration effects55). 

6 
This Ml transition is unusually retarded, ,.., 10 . The experimental 

work has been difficult to interpret in terms of penetration 

effects
55

'
56

), but the recent discovery of theore tical errors in the 

internal conversion particle parameters require that the (y-eK) 

angular correlation experiments be reinterpreted
57

' 58). The observance 

of parity non-conserving forces in the nuclear potential by use of just 

h . i . 59) h d f h . . d . . h t is trans tion as generate urt er interest in e termining t e 

penetration matrix e l ement. The sign of the penetration matrix 

element is use ful in predicting the sign of the parity effect. This 

will be explained b e low . In Lu
175 

we have a transition (343 KeV) 

which is be tween nuclear states that have the same quantum numbers as 

those involved in the 482 KeV transition in Ta181 • The Ml rate does 

not appear t o be as retarded as for the 482 KeV transition. The 

determination of the penetration matrix element may be useful i n 

understanding the behavior of these retarded Ml transitions. 

181 
Figure 5 shows the level scheme of Ta • There have been 

conflicting reports of additional transitions, levels , and alternate 

placing of transitions. Previous work by the author and others in this 

laboratory, have confirmed the correctness of Fig. 5
60>. 
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The 482 KeV transition is seen to go between the . [402]f state 

and the [404] t level. The Ml operator is asymptotically hindered: 

The simplest operator which is allowed is cr_x+x_. The M3 operator 

~::7 3 m [ (1) 2 y m] (3) . 
cr •V (r Y3 ) or a . x r 2 , is allowed but is expected to be 

10
5 

times slower than the observed gamma-ray emission rate. The 

(rJ.r)r! penetration term in internal ·conversion is allowed. The 

Ml rate is retarded by approximately a factor of 106 with respect to 

the Weisskopf estimate. This fact, plus the allowed character of the 

Ml penetration operator makes the 482 KeV transition a good candidate 

for observing penetration effects. However, since the Ml rate is 

hindered much more than asymptotic selection rules usually imply, 

one might expect the penetration amplitude to deviate from nuclear 

model predictions. 

In Figs. 6 and 7 we show the 482 KeV L. sub-shell spectrum. 

In addition, the K/L ratio was measured. The absolute K conversion 

coefficient was measured by the comparison method described in the 

experimental section. The results of the experiments on Ta
181 

are 

summarized in Table 2. Using our conversion coefficient calculations, 

the conversion data have been analyzed to determine the f.. = (M /M ). 
. pen y 

See Fig. 8. The E2/Ml mixing (the vertical lines in Fig. 8) was taken 

from the work of Grabowski, ~al. 56
). The positive -and negative 

solution of f.. are equally acceptable with the f.. > 0 solution showing 

slightly less spread. Fortunately, the (133)y - (482)K gamma-electron 
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Hfl81 482 KeV 

= 2.92±.01 

= 6~ 26 ± • 3 

K/L = 4. 21 ± • 2 

= 0.0239± .001 

Lul75 343 KeV 

= 11.0±.2 

= 52. 0. ± 2. 0 

= 345 ± 17 

K = .098±.005 

Table 2 

E . 1 R 1. . f T 181 d L 175 xper1menta e su ts or a an u 
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' 61) 
correlation has been re-analyzed and definitely favors the A > O 

solution. The (y - eK) measurement gives A = + 210 ± 30 in good 

agreement with our A: 

A = + 175 ± 25 

The 343 KeV transition in Lu175 is analogous to the 482 KeV 

transition in Ta
181

. See Fig. 9. The same measurements that were made 

in Ta181 were repeated in Lu
175

• See Table 2 and Figs. 10 and 11. The Ml 

rate is retarded only .by .a factor of 1000 in this case. A smaller A 

is therefore expected. In Fig. 12 we show the variation of A vs 

percent E2 for the different data. There may be an effect as large 

as A= - 8 ± 5. If we assume that the penetration matrix element has 

the same value in both Ta181 and Lu175 , which is reasonable, since it 

is allowed, then we may scale the gamma-ray matrix e}ements by the 

lifetimes and energies in order to find a relation between A(482) and 

A(343). 

M (343) 
y 

M (482) y 

1 + 'f} (482) T (482)] l/2 

1 + 52(343) T(343) 

T(482) 

' 5(482) -

50 

-9 
11 x 10 s 

6.4 ± .8 

\5(343) l = .3 

M (482) 
IA(343)I = IA(482)1 IMY(348) 

y ' 

'"" 200 4 2 So= ± • 

Reference 

(62) 

(56) 

Taken from Fig. 12 
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This value of!... is in good agreement with the experiments, . which show 

the possibility ofjt...jbeing this large. 

B. Comparison of Results with Nuclear Model Calculations 

In order to test our understanding of the nuclear wave 

functions, one can calculate the various matrix elements that have been 

experimentally measured. They are, the magnetic moments of the excited 

and ground states, the electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole transition 

widths and now the penetration matrix element. In Table 3, we give 

the various contributions to the intrinsic magnetic dipole g-factor. 

eff 
We use an effective spin g-factor, gs , in .order to represent the 

quenching of the spin contribution due to core polarization. This 

quenching is a characteristic feature of the magnetic moments of all 

nuclei and has been extensively discussed recently by Bodenstedt and ,.., 

Rogers
64

) and Nilsson
65

). If we then sum the contributions due to the 

convection current, spin current and the spin-orbit induced current 

(which is small), we find good agreement with experiment. The 

contribution to the magnetic moment due to the I:·I: term which is 

customarily included in the single particle Hamiltonian is unreasonably 

large. This term is introduced in order to represent the effect of the 

lowering of higher orbital angular momentum states in a square well. 

The nuclear potential is closer to a square well for heavy nuclei 

than the harmonic oscillator potential used. 
-7-7 • . 

These L•L contributions 

should probably be neglected because it is apparent that the inclu-

sion of such phenomenological terms is unsatisfactory from the· poi~t 

of view of calculating electromagnetic moments. The same problems 
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arise when the effect of tensor forces is simulated by the spin-orbit 

potential. To neglect the contributions originating from these terms, 

as is almost always done, is not consistent ~ither, since the wave 

functions reflect the existence of these terms in the Hamiltonian. 

~~ 
We shall neglect the L·L term completely and estimate the effect of 

~~ 
the L•s term. 

The Ml gamma-ray amplitude is especially interesting as it is 

highly retarded in Ta
181 

and not nearly so retarded in Lu
175

. In 

Table 4 we give the various contributions to the Ml rate. In the 

first section of Table 4, we compare the results of calculations of the 

Ml rate with the .experimental values in the two cases. A contribution 

due to b andmixing results from the possibility that the two bands, 

[402]t and [404] J.,, may b e mixed by means of the Coriolis interaction. 

The interaction operator, I+J- + I_J+' is asymptotically hindered 

though. The calculated amplitude of the I= 7/2 , K = 5/2 impurity in 

181 
the I= 7/2, K = 7/2 level is roughly 4%. for Ta and somewha t more 

for Lu
175

• These estima t es should be accurate to within a factor of 

two. The interesting thing is that the Ml amplitude due to the 

impurity is of the correct order of magnitude and sign to cance l 

the direct term in Ta
181

• Then as the ban~s are 

1 · L 175 d h . . d. 1 . d h Ml c oser in u an t e mixing correspon ing y increase ; t e rate 

may increase . While this is . an attract ive explanation for the peculiar 

variation in the measured Ml rates for this transition, it is contra-

dieted by two facts . First, the penetration amplitude is allowed and 

its amplitude can be calculated reasonably accurately. (See middle 
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section , Table 4.) Therefore, its phase can be calculated, and is, 

in fact, positive. Since the ratio of the penetration amplitude to 

the normal Ml amplitude,~, is positive for Ta
181

, we can deduce 

that the phase of the normal Ml amplitude is positive also. As the 

band mixing impurity makes a contribution that is positive and is 

expected to increase in Lu
175

, we should expect the~ in Lu
175 

to be 

positive. The evidence we have indicates that it is negative. The 

175 
data for the Lu case can perhaps be understood in terms of anomalies 

in the E2 L shell conversion. We will discuss the problem of dis-

crepancies in E2 L shell conversion in the next section. In any 

case, there is enough uncertainty in the experimental determination 

of the ~ in the 343 KeV transition in Lu
175 

to reject it as an 

argument against the bandmixing solution of the Ml rate problem. 

A second problem for the bandmixing explanation is the retarded 

E2 rates. The direct E2 amplitude between the bands is asymptotically 

hindered, but the K-impurity gives rise to a collectively enhanced 

amplitude that is many times the measured rate. In the third section 

of Table 4, we see that the [ 402] f 5 /2 impurity in the [ 404] i 7 /2 

state makes a c.ollective contribution to the E2 transition amplitude 

that is 4-6 times the measured rate. Another level that may contri

bute is the [402].J,- 3/2 admix ture in the [402]f 5/2 l evel. The E2 

amplitudes that result from the admixture of the other bands are not 

collective and will be retarded by the pairing correlation factor, 

(UiUf ~ ViVf). If the Ml amplitude due to bandmixing is large enough 

to cancel the direct Ml amplitude, then the E2 rate is much too large. 
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The E2 amplitude due to impurities admixed by the Coriolis force is 

. 181 175 . 
too large by a factor 6 in Ta . and 4 in Lu • The Coriolis 

operator J+ = £+ + s+ being similar to the Ml operator, gL£+ + gss+ 

may also be excessively retarded for the case of the [402]f band 

mixing with the [404li band. 

The size of .the calculated penetration amplitude is in good 

agreement with experiment considering that we do not know what effect 

core polarization may have for non-diagonal Ml matrix elements. This 

agreement allows us to assume tha.t we can correctly calculate the 

penetration matrix element, including its sign. Knowing the sign of 

the penetration matrix element,as well as the experimental A, yields 

a determination of the sign of the Ml gannna-ray transition amplitude. 

The parity experiment of Boehm and Kankeleit detects an interference 

between the Ml amplitude and the El parity impurity amplitude •. 

Having the sign of the Ml amplitude is essential before one can com-

pare the measured El amplitude with theoretical predictions. 

Also, knowing the Ml phase and the phase of the Ml '- E2 

interference term, 5 = + 6 .4
5 6

), we find that the E2 transition 

amplitude is positive. This is in agreement with the prediction that 

h b d . . . . . T 181 . d . t e an mixing ~mpul:'.ity. 1n , a is ominant ' and has positive phase, 

The direct single-particle amplitude is negative. 

C. Anomalies in Electric Quadrupole Internal Conversion in the L Shell 

In recent year~ there has been considerable interest in E2 

internal conversion. It was precipitated by Mcgowan and Stelson, 

who reported that a number of 2+ -70+ transitions had K conversion 
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coefficients that were up to 20% higher than the theoretical conversion 

coefficients
66

). Subba Rao
67

) has tried to show a dependence of the 

deviation on A, the atomic weight. There appeared to be larger 

deviations from the theoretical coefficients in the region of deformed 

nuclei. Listengarten, reviewing the situation in 1962, found that the 

deviation could be attributed to difficulties with the various experi-

20) 
mental techniques used • These difficulties were at that time either 

being overcome or at least understood. The deformed nuclei with their 

low-lying 2+ states were especially vulnerable to experimental uncer~ 

tainties such as the photoelectric angular distribution which must be 

known in the external-internal conversion method. Since in a few 

cases the experimental conversion coefficients were approaching 1% 

agreement with the theoretical values, it seemed that there was no 

problem with E2 conversion. In 1964 M. Mladjenovic voiced concern 

about E2 conversion in the L she11
68

). L subshell ratios can be 

measured with a much greater precision ·than absolute conversion coeffi-

cients. 

In the series of nuclei that we examined for penetration 

effects, there occurred three E2 transitions that are good candidates 

for a 1-2% measurement of the L subshell ratios. They are the 100 keV 

2+ ~ O+ intraband transition in w182
, the 130 keV 7 /2+ ~ 3iz+ intra

band transition in Tm
169

, and the 133 keV 1/2+ ~5/2+ interband transi

tion in Ta 
181

• The first two transitions are· enhanced collective 

transitions with rates over one hundred times that of single pa rticle 

e stimates. The third transition is a hindered interband transition 

which is retarded by a fac t or of over 200 from the s ip.gle pa rticle 
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Weisskopf estimate. 

The sources were prepared by evaporation as fluorides as was 

discussed in the experimental technique section. High resolution and 

very thin sources are required. This may seem surprising since the 

cases are at relatively low energy and should be easily resolved. 

However, internal conversion in the L shell has the following pattern 

at low energies: the LII and LIII shells have approximately the 

same intensities, while the LI shell is 10 times weaker in intensity. 

The L
1 

line then lies on top of the "tail" of the neai;-by L
11

• The 

background must be measured over a range above and below the L shell 

lines. To analyze the data, the background is subtracted and then the 

data are plotted on semi-logarithmic paper. Since the line shapes 

are the same for all three lines, the isolated LIII line serves as a 

model of the line shape. By iteration the L
1 

and L
11 

lines may be 

resolved. Then, either the resolved peak heights or the areas weighted 

by the known change in momentum acceptance of the spectrometer serve 

as a measure of the L subshell intensities. We find the L
11

/L
111 

ratio to within 1% in these cases, and the L
1

/L
111 

or L
1

/L
11 

ratios 

are accurate to 2 to 4%. Figures 13, 14, and 15 show the L shell 

spectra. In Table 5 we give the L subshell ratios, as well as the 

theoretical ratios of Sliv, Rose, and the theoretical values we 

calculated. 

The general trend is for the experimental L
1

/L
11 

ratio to be 

about 10% higher than the theoretical ratio. The L
11

/L
111 

ratio is 

consistently about 3% lower than theory. These trends were also 
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reported recently for many nuclei in the deformed regiqn by M. Mladjenovic 

et al., at the International Conference on the Internal Conversion 

Process69), though with somewhat less precision than the results pre-

sented here. While they reported the anomaly in the LI/L
11 

ratio, 

they found the LI
1

/L
111 

to be normal within their precision. 

D. Estimation of Penetration Effects 

In an attempt to explain these anomalies in E2 L shell 

conversion, it is reasonable to look for penetration effects, but since 

h E2 . . - . w1a2 d Tml69 h d 11 . . . t e transitions ~n an are en ance co ective transitions, 

penetration effe.cts are not expected to be important. The f...(j ·V') ratio 

(Table 1), turns out to be approximately unity. The calculation of this 

collective penetration matrix element chould be as accurate as for the 

normal collective quadrupole matrix element. Bes and Szymanski have 

obtained excellent agreement with experiment for intrinsic quadrupole 

70) 
moments . Our calculat:fons, while less elaborate, give essentially 

the same results for the intrinsic quadrupole moment, and presumably, 

therefore, an accurate estimate of the j·V penetration matrix element. 

The j·r penetration matrix element, while weighted approximately 10 

_times less than the j ·V type, is enhanced by the ru 'K-... 50 - 80 factor,. 

However , in the case of collective transitions, the j·r matrix element, 

actually an expectation value for the intrinsic state, vanishes 

identically for both the spin and .convection currents. To summarize, 

it appears that a f...(j·V') ~ 1 is all that can be attributed to pene-

tration. This value of /... changes the L shell E2 conversion coefficients 

by less than lrfo. 
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Taking the theoretical formulae for the L subshell ratios, 

including the perturbation amplitudes, one finds that ~here are no 

values of A(j"'V) and A(j·r) which satisfy the experimental data. 

This agrees with the conclusions based on the theoretical estimates 

of the A1 s. 

Th.e 133 keV transition in Ta 181 is a hindered single-particle 

transition that might be expected to show penetration effects. The 

j·V matrix element gives rise to a A(j·V) that is of the order of unity 

and therefore unimportant. This is so because the single-particle 

Nilsson estimate for the E2 gamma transition amplitude agrees with 

experiment before pairing corrections are made. These corrections 

should reduce the transition amplitude by perhaps a factor of 5. 

That the E2 rate is faster than ~stimated is evidence of significant 

Coriolis impurities in the [411]i and [402]jbands involved. The 

j·V penetration matrix element of either the collective admixture or 

the direct contribution gives a A(j ·V) which is less than unity. The. 

A(j·r) derived from the spin current on the other hand is estimated to 

be as large as 150. The pairing corrections for the j·r matrix 

elements are not important because they change sign under time 

reversal. A A(j·r) of this size changes the conversion coefficients 

appreciably: 

A = ± 150 

LI 
+ 6 % 
- 1 

LII 
+ 9 °/o 

LIII 
-
+ 5 % 
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These changes do not agree with the data. Also in this case there is 

no set of A1 s which is consistent with the data. The fact that the 

L shell anomalies in this retarded transition are identical to those 

h ha d Wl82 d Tml69 . . h h . d in t e en nee an transitions suggests t at t e estimate 

A(j•r) "' 150 is too large at least by a factor of 5. This d i s-

crepancy with experiment can perhaps be attributed to the uncertainty 

in estimating the spin quenching. 

E. Other Possible Causes of the E2 Anomalies 

We have investigated the possibility that the nuclear quadrupole 

perturbs the bound state wave function. This is the Sternheimer 

shielding effect73). For s-states, the Schrodinger Equation was 

solved for coupled s and d states. The d wave admix ture was too small 

by several orders of magnitude to have any signifi cant effect on the 

conversion coefficients. 

The effect of higher order processes on internal conversion 

. 74 75) 
has been considered by Kr~tov ' • He did not include positron 

interrriedia te states. The diagrams tha.t should be considered are shown 

in Fig.16. The first diagram give s the amplitude for internal 

conversion that is usually considered. The last two diagrams give the 

higher order corrections to the first diagram. They can b e reduced 

to integrals over the electron radial variable, but just as with the 

penetration amplitude, the integration over the two- e lectron wave 

function cannot be written as the product of two integrals. This 

prevents us from using our program to calculate these corrections. 

It will not be too difficu1t : to modify it in the future to do these 
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-

Fig. 16 

Lowest Order Contribution to Internal Conversion together with Higher 

Order Corrections. 
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integrals. These corrections have never been estimated, so even if 

they do not explain the E2 anomalies they will be of interest. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

We have described calculations of conversion coefficients, 

incorporating several improvements over previous calculations. · 

· Our results show that the tabulated values of Sliv and Band are prefer

able to those of Rose, although at the extremes of high and low 

energy and high atomic number there are also discrepancies between our 

results arid Sliv's. The se may dnly partially be attributed to the fact 

that Sliv includes an estimate for penetration effects. Our programs 

may be extende d in order· to calculate particle parameters for the 

analysis of gamma-conversion electron (polarized or unpolari zed) 

directional correlations, which are being performed increasingly in 

recent years . . As a by-product of these calcula tions we get the 

electron wavefunctions at the nucleus which are useful for the analysis 

of beta decay and electron capture experiments. The programs could 

easily be generaliz ed for the calculation of other processes: K and 

L photoelectric absorption (the former has not been calculated 

using screened and finite nuclear siz e wavefunctio n and the latter has 

never been calculated relativist i cally) , Mott s cattering; internal 

bremsstrahlung and internai pair formation. The last two proce sses 

have never been calculated with atomic wavefunctions. Nuclear size 

effects could be important. Photoe l e ctric absorption and Mott 

scattering have been used in rec·ent y ears in order to analyze decay 

radiations in low energy nuclear physics experiments. 

We have seen that one might expect penetra tion effects to be 

important in internal conversion, if the normal transition amplitude is 

sufficiently 
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retarded • . However; if the penetration amplitude is retarded also or 

if the transition is K-forbidden then penetration effects are less 

probable. We have seen that if the gamma-ray amplitude is retarded, 

the greater complexity of the penetration operator often causes it 

to be allowed. In the case of electric transitions the dominant 

penetration amplitude has time-reversal properties which prevent the 

cancellation due to pairing cor~elations that occur for the normal 

electric amplitude in s ingle -particle transitions. 

The care required in making internal conversion me asurements 

with a ma gnetic spectrometer has been discussed. The experiments 

concerning the analogous retarded Ml transitions in Ta
181 

(482 keV) 

and Lu
175 

(343 keV) showed a A = + 175 in Ta
181 

and the possibility 

of a A in Lu
175 

that is consistent with the result for Ta
181

, 

considering that the states are analogous. Estimatioh of the 

penetration amplitude from.nuclear model considerations, gives rea son-

able results. The estimated penetration amplitude is within a factor 

of two of the experimenta l amplitude. The Ml and E2 amplitudes are 

not in as good agreementhowever. The effect of spin quenching, which 

is seen in ma gnetic dipole moments, should be investigated for Ml 

transition amplitudes. 

High precision L subshell measurements of low energy E2 

182 169 .. 181 
transitions in W , Tm , and Hf show that the Ll/L2 ratio is 

systematically 5 - 15°/o higher than the theoret ica l calculations 

predicted. The L2/L3 ratio may be systematica.lly low by roughly 3°/o . 

Investigation of possible penetration effects show that they c annot 
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explain the data. Theoretical estimates indicate that one should not 

. . 182 . 169 
expect penetration effects in W and Tm • Unreasonably large 

penetration effects are predicted for the 133 keV transition in 

Ta
181

• The predicted E2 penetration amplitude is almost entirely 

derived from the spin current, indicating again that spin quenching 

effe·cts may be the trouble. The possibility of higher order correc-

tions should be investigated as a possible explanation of the E2 

anomalies. If the higher order corrections are significant, then 

they presumably will be present in the internal conversion of other 

multipole radiation. 
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APPENDIX I. 

We are interested in solutions of the Dirac Equation for a 

central field. We will summarize here various formulae that are useful 

in problems concerning an electron in a central field. The standard 

text on electron theory by Rose38) serves as a reference. 

The Dirac Equation has solutions for a central potential which 

are eigenfunctions of the total angular momentum. 

=( f (r) µ) i x 
1jr µ K -K 

xµ 
. 

K g (r) 
K K 

The two component spinor X µ is given by 
K 

xµ = I (L f j; m, µ-ni) t!: X µ-m 
K L 

m 

where .X 
µ-m is a Pauli spinor and j and L are determined by 

(cr•L + 1) X µ = - K X µ 
K K 

The equation defining K leads directly to 

j p, + 1/2 K = - (p, + 1) 

j = p, - 1/2 

or 

j = s 1/2' p 3/2' d 5/2~ f 7/2' .... 

for 

K = - 1, - 2, - 3, - 4, .•• 

(49) 

(SO) 

K: 

(51) 

(52) 
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and 

for 

K = + 1, + 2, + 3, ••• • 

Now, with K so defined, we may write the first order radial equations. 

dg 
K + 1 K + (W - v+ 1) f -- = - gK dr r K 

(53) 
df 

- 1 K (W - V - 1) + K f --= - gK dr r K 

The reduced radial function 

g ~rg, f ~rf 
K K K K 

is useful. Their equations are 

dg 
_K = - Ji. g + (W + 1 - V) f 
dr r K K 

(54) 
d f 
_ K = - (W - l - V) g + Ji. f • 
dr K r K 

Some useful relations for reducing matrix elements involving wave 

functions of the Dirac Equation are 

- x µ 
-K 

(55) 

with 

cr = d·°t/r. 
r 
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with 

and 

(57) 
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APPENDIX II 

Rather than use the definition of the multipole potentials in 

terms of vector spherical harmonics as in Eq. (3), we shal.1 define them 

in terms of vector operators: 

1 (v L + r t l r j 1 (Kr) Y m 
KjL(L + l)' dr j L L 

(58) 

In order to derive Eq. (7) from Eq. (6) we must do the angular 

integrals, 

(59) 

Now, using 
µf * µ. 

FB~J 
-i f x -i f x l. 

Kf -Kf ~ (f! ~(Kr) YL m) 
K. -K . 

l. l. 
pl a· 

µf µ. 
g x g x l. 

Kf Kf K. K. 
l. l. 

µ f * µ, 

=f 
-i f x -i f x l. 

Kf -Kf { ~~ . m 
- ~ YL m Cf• t} Ki -Ki 

pl a•L(LLYL ) 
µf 

g xl-11 g x 
Kf Kf K. K. 

l. l. 

(60) 
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(60) 

+ if(f g ) h__ dr·(Kf + K.) <-~f µf\YLml K. µ.). 
Kf Ki -L 1 i i 

With Eq. (55) we can show the second angular integral is equal to the 

first. 

(61) 

The angular integral is performed using Eq. (50) and recoupling angular 

eigenfunctions in the usual way. All other angular integrations in 

Eq. (6) are identical to this one. 

The reduction of Eq. (5) is somewhat lengthier. First we will 

state that by introducing Eq. (58) for the longitudinal potential and 

doing the partial integrations, the longitudinal contribution is 

found to exactly cancel the scalar potential contribution except for 

a surface term which is canceled by an identical term which arises in the 

electric amplitude. The remaining terms in Eq. (5) are reduced by 

using Eq. (58) for the definition of the x;,m(e). One then finds two 

types of electron angular integrals: cl.v and cl·-:/. Using Eqs. (55) 

and (56) we may proceed just as in the magnetic case. The electron 

radial integrals for the electric case are 
00 

f E!\/-, - f•/"i}k - (g•f!\i + £•/"<) ~,:] r 1'J. dr . 

0 
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The penetration terms are of the form, 

and 

«> (r) y m 
L 

where, (the primed wavefunctions belong to the initial state), 

r 

e = - .i (gf' - fg') + r 
k ~JG2(gf' d :l . 

- fg') - k(gg' + ff') d';j r jL 

0 

- r - fg') - K(gg' + ff') :rJ r hL' 

(62) 

and 
r 

«> = - d (r ~) [ f(gg' + ff') d 
(r jL) dr dr 

0 r , 

r fr jL (gf' fg')] 

0 r (63) 

+ :r (r jL{ J K(gg' + ff
1

) :r (r ~) 
0 

~ (gf I - fg I) J 
· O 
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